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Chapter 11 

 

Verse 05:  

The Supreme Lord Krishna being so requested by His surrendered devotee Arjuna, proceeds 

to advise him to pay attention to His omnipotent vishvarupa or divine universal form that 

he will soon be revealing to him. The word pashya means behold. Although the form is one, 

it has unlimited features and innumerable different personalities manifested within it. The 

word rupaani, meaning forms, is plural and denotes various, divine, supernatural forms of 

variegated types and multicolored hues as well as particular and specific arrangements of 

many diverse parts and unique shapes of divine expansions, harmoniously connected in 

the shatasho'tha sahasrashah or hundreds of thousands in number. 

 

Verse 06: 

Lord Krishna explains that within His vishvarupa or divine universal form, the 12 Adityas, 

the 8 Vasus, the 11 Rudras, the 2 Ashvins, the 49 Maruts etc., which are His vibhuti’s (divine 

transcendental opulence) described previously, can all be seen. It can be perceived in His 

magnificent extraordinarily phenomenal universal form, unlimited wonders and marvels. 

They are marvels that can be manifest in this world, marvels that can manifest in other 

worlds and all those marvels mentioned and described in the Vedic scriptures. All of these 

wonders have never before been seen 
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Verse 07: 

Here Lord Krishna emphasizes that the total material manifestation consisting of unlimited 

things, animate and inanimate, moving and stationary, sentient and insentient all are 

harmoniously comprised within only a part of His vishvarupa or divine universal form. Not 

only that but also creation, evolution, dissolution, past, present, and future are there to be 

seen. This phenomenal form is impossible of being seen by demigods, humans and demons 

even in tens of millions of years. 

 

Verses 08: 

Lord Krishna asks Arjuna to behold His cosmic glory as all existence is contained within a 

small space of His vishvarupa or divine universal form. He instructs Arjuna that with his 

physical eyes which are limited and only conditioned to see mundane material objects, he 

will not be able to see His transcendental (spiritual) form. The Supreme Lord has two kinds 

of forms: one is the material form that can be seen with material eyes, and the other is His 

divine form that can only be seen with divine vision. Thus, human beings do see Him during 

His descension upon earth, but they see only His material form. His divine form is not 

visible to their material eyes. That is the reason why souls in this material world cannot 

recognize God when He takes an Avatār on earth. Shree Krishna mentioned this in the 

ninth chapter, verse 11: “Ignorant persons are unable to recognize me when I descend in my 

personal form. They do not know the divinity of my personality, as the Supreme Lord of all 

beings.” Because of this limitation Lord Krishna confers divyam or spiritual vision upon 

Arjuna, making his eyes capable of seeing the universal form. Lord Krishna states pashya 

me yogam aisvaram or behold my almighty, transcendental mystic opulence. The 

word aisvaram means unparalleled, extraordinary opulence. The word yogam denotes the 

assemblage and conglomeration of all divine qualities and attributes such as omniscience, 

omnipotence, omnipresence, etc. It also denotes the refuge and embodiment of all displayed 

and as yet to be displayed magnificent opulence. 

 

 


